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BRASS CHOIR
Michael Davison, Conductor
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University of Richmond, Virginia 23173 • (804) 289-8277
PROGRAM

Chaconne

Sinfonico, op. 12
Allegro

Concerto La Primavera
Allegro

Balletto: A lieta vita

Ballett: Sing We and Chant It

Contrappunto bestiale alla mente

Little Lamb

I'll See You Again

Henry Purcell
(1659-1695)
arr. James Pellerite

Anton Reicha
(1770-1836)

Antonio Vivaldi
(1678-1741)
arr. Bruce Blake

Giovanni Gastoldi
(d. 1622)

Thomas Morley
(1557 or 1558 - 1602)

Adriano Banchieri
(1568 - 1634)

Spiritual
arr. Marshall Bartholomew
(1885 - 1978)

Noel Coward
(1899 - 1973)
Arr. King's Singers

Schola Cantorum
Es ist ein Ros’ ensprungen  
Choral  
Andante sostenuto

Renaissance Dances  
La Mourisque  
Bransle Quatre Bransles  
Ronde - Mon Amy  
Basse Danse Bergeret

Three Pieces  
Intrade  
Sarabande  
Bal

Johannes Brahms  
(1833 - 1897)

Tylman Susato  
(c. 1500 - 1561)  
(edited & arranged by  
John Iveson)

John Pezel  
(1639 - 1694)

Brass Choir

PERSONNEL

FLUTE CHOIR
Jason Anderson  
Jennifer Caulfield  
Kathleen Donnelly  
Christine Foley  
Shannah Markow *  
Maya Poole *  
Anita Pruitt *  
Elizabeth Vann  
Karen Werner * **

* Flute Quartet  
** Soloist

SCHOLA CANTORUM
Karen Heard  
Sarah Fitzsimmons  
Kim Sayle  
Greta Mann  
Lori Sohns  
Ellen Bryant  
Wendy Withers  
Joshua Krugman  
Matthew Beams  
Christopher O’Brien  
Christopher Landry  
Sean Shaynak  
Tripp Hudgins

BRASS CHOIR
Trumpet:  
David Kendall  
Andy Infante  
Isaiah Jefferson

Trombone:  
Paul English  
Scott Watterson  
Andy Rich

French Horn:  
Linnea Petty

Tuba:  
Rebecca Fewkes  
Molly Zaidel